Initial feasibility studies using single-shot EPI for the detection of focal liver lesions.
Echo planar MR imaging (EPI) has been developed to completely eliminate motion artifacts and is currently being prepared for implementation into clinical MR systems. Thus, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the clinical utility of EPI in the detection of focal liver lesions and to compare EPI with in the detection of focal liver lesions and to compare EPI with contrast-enhanced CT. EPI studies were performed on an experimental 1.0 Tesla whole body system using fat-suppressed single-shot spin echo (SE) and inversion recovery (IR) pulse sequences. A total of 26 liver tumors in 12 patients scheduled for liver resection were prospectively examined and correlated with intraoperative ultrasound, surgery, and pathology as the gold standard. Quantitative analysis of EPI was performed by means of liver signal-to-noise and tumor-liver contrast-to-noise calculations. Diagnostic performance compared with contrast-enhanced CT was assessed by means of ROC analysis. Lesion-liver contrast was highest with EPI SE at a TE-time of 70 ms and this technique showed best lesion detectability as measured by area under curve (AUC) values. Among EPI techniques, the IR sequence with an inversion time of 300 ms to null the liver signal showed high lesion-liver contrast but all four reviewers reported problems assessing liver anatomy. Improved EPI techniques may prove useful for screening of focal liver lesions.